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Spreadsheet compare 2016 command line

Start comparing spreadsheet from the Previous Top Next command line, which isn't really possible, but the following is a workaround because a workbook can run a macro when it opens. There is an Auto Start Spreadsheet Compare.xls file in the installation folder. When it opens, the Compare Spreadsheet pop-up appears with a specified session. The
session changes by changing the value in cell A2. As shown below: The workbook is based on a reference to the Spreadsheet Compare project, so if the project cannot be found, it can be reconnected by going into the VBA IDE and adding the Speadsheet Compare project as a reference. The files specified in the session are stored in the program's ini file in
the installation folder. These can be changed externally so that when Spreadsheet Compare appears, the correct file loads. Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: fully equipped EPub generator With this hidden gem (available with Office Professional 2013, 2016 and Office 365 ProPlus) you can easily compare two workbooks interactively. You can
see how values, formulas, and formatting differ : line by line and cell by cell, highlighting only the type of differences you specify. If you use Spreadsheet Compare Search and start the app by clicking Start and then typing Compare Spreadsheet. Click Compare Files. The Compare Files dialog box appears. Click the folder icon to select the older and newer
files. click OK. Cheers quincy Related Posts sistemaPR 2StarLounger Posts: 119 Joined: 01 jul 2013, 14:08 Post by sistemaPR » 15 sep 2016, 22:55 This the bat file: C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft Office\Office15\DCF\SPREADSHEETCOMPARE. EXE C:\Users\dortega\Documents\Business Intelligence Projects\Compliance
Dept\##_ProviderCredentialing\CompareSet1.txt and CompareSet1.txt has this: C:\Users\dortega\Documents\Business Intelligence Projects\Compliance Dept\##_ProviderCredentialing\3CREDREC1608V1.xlsx C:\Users\dortega \Documents\Documents\Business Intelligence Projects\Compliance Dept\##_ProviderCredentialing\IMC
3CREDRECRED1608V1.xlsx CompareSet1.txt (256 Bytes) Downloaded 57 times not working HansV Administrator Messages: 69306 Joined: 16 Jan 2010, 00:14 Status: Microsoft MVP Location: The Netherlands Post by HansV » 15 Sep 2016, 23:10 As far as I know, SpreadsheetCompare.exe expects the names of the two workbooks as arguments, not as
a text file. However, I can't get spreadsheet companion.exe work all the way from a command line - it crashes. So I'm afraid I can't help you with this. Do you have a specific reason for using a batch file instead of interactive? Greetings, Hans Oh no! Some styles cannot be loaded.  Try reloading this page ▴ Is it possible to automate the new Office 2013
Compare Spreadsheets tool from a . NET application or a VSTO Excel add-in by setting up a number of Microsoft add-ins A similar question was asked for VBA programming and the answer was no. I managed to run the C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft Office\Office15\DCF\SPREADSHEETCOMPARE application. EXE in command line with a text file as an
input argument with two workfold paths in separate lines, but it would be easier to call a method directly from the code, as for the other Excel functions. DiffEngineX is a software tool that compares two entire Excel workbooks or selected worksheets on Microsoft Windows. It generates a difference report in a new workbook, and color marks the different cells
in automatically made copies of your original workbooks. The spreadsheets are compared are never changed in any way by the software tool. Below we list the functionality and options on a user interface. All of this functionality can be provided by command-line arguments when DiffEngineX is called from the command prompt or through . Just the process
class. This allows DiffEngineX to be called from source management, version management, and collaboration systems, and generate a list of differences between two Excel workbooks. DiffEngineX is a fast and scalable software tool for comparing 2 Excel spreadsheets. It can compare medium workbooks within seconds. Whole workbooks of the main user
interface/selected sheets: Choose between comparing all pairs of worksheets with matching names or selected only. To compare worksheets with different names, select only one sheet name in each of the two list boxes. Align rows: Insert empty rows to create matching rows in the two workbooks. After the start comparison is pressed, you'll be prompted to
specify a column or columns that contain the parts of a row that uniquely identify them. Align columns: as above, but for columns. Use Alignment Plus: Without this, only matching rows are aligned. When enabled, empty rows are inserted to ensure that mismatched rows are always linked to spaces. Cell-level color differences: Cells with different contents are
colored. The fill or background color is affected. Highlight character-level differences: Highlight differences in character-level red on the automatically created copies of your two workbooks. The actual text is colored. Dialog Compact options such as changes when contiguous: Groups a run of adjacent similar changes and lists it as a change in multiple cell
range, rather than a list of individual changes. Useful for financial modellers with blocks of equivalent formulas. Rows by Color: Alternate rows in the difference report are colored. Color in red exactly the parts of formulas and text constants that differ: affects the difference report, not the workbook copies. Compare Excel-defined names Add Hyperlinks to
navigation: Each change in the difference report is associated with the relevant cells in the original workbooks workbooks their colour marked copies. Compare comments Visual Basic Code/Macros: The VBA difference report appears in your default web browser. A1 or R1C1 format: The style used for cell addresses and Excel formulas. Case Insensitive
Equations: Ignore differences in capital letters. Ignore clever tick differences: Treat smart quotation marks as curly quotation marks. Hyphens as dashes. White Space: Different options to ignore white space. Formulas or calculated values: Compare formulas or calculated values. Numeric value comparisons: Different options to ignore differences among a
user that are constantly specified or percentage difference. Can round numbers to a specified number of decimal places before comparison. Internationalization: Select this check box if excel's language differs from your regional institutions. This stops DiffEngineX crashing with an error. Dialog box colors extras: Specify the colors used to highlight differences
on the automatically made copies of your two workbooks. Existing color removal: Remove the existing cell fill color. Existing hidden sheets/cells: Make hidden or filtered worksheets, rows, and cells visible. Existing hidden workbooks: Make the workbook copies visible when the originals are hidden. Hide rows (matching or otherwise): Different options to hide
rows without differences or rows with at least one difference. Hiding matching rows is a powerful way to see only the differences on your two highlighted workbook copies. You have the choice to display four rows of context on either side of a matching or different row. Unseal worksheets Un dialog box Unelect Worksheets Uneting worksheets: Enable
DiffEngineX to compare protected Excel worksheets. You optionally enter a password. Disable Screen Update Dialog Box Troubleshooting: Temporarily disable excel screen updating during the comparison process. It is recommended to leave this box unchecked. If you turn off screen updating, there have been issues with recent Excel updates from
Microsoft. Turn off events: Temporarily disable excel event processing during the comparison process. Useful if your workbooks contain VBA macros for processing workbook events. Turn off automatic calculation: During the comparison process, temporarily disable the automatic calculation of Excel formulas. This increases the speed of comparing two
Excel spreadsheets. Turn off link links: Don't ask the user to update links to cells in external workbooks while Excel Folder Diff Tool Path or folder #1: First folder of Excel files (xlsx, xls, xlsb, xlsm) to compare. Map Path #2: Second folder to compare to the first. Column/s to align rows to: Insert empty rows to get matching rows in line. Row/s to align columns
to: Insert blank columns to create matching columns. Command line arguments All command line arguments accepted by DiffEngineX can be found Last updated January 4, 2018 For Git, Excel workbooks are only binary files. This means that they cannot be spread via git diff. In this blog post, we link the Microsoft Office Spreadsheet Compare to git diff to
create meaningful workbook comparisons. What is Spreadsheet Compare? Spreadsheet Compare has been part of Office Professional Plus since release 2013 and also comes with Office 365 ProPlus. Spreadsheet Compare is a standalone desktop application that allows us to compare two Excel workbooks and create a report of the differences. Depending
on your Windows and Office versions, Spreadsheet Compare is located somewhere in the \Program Files\Microsoft Office folder. For example, on Windows 10 and Office 2016 (32-bit), it can be found in C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft Office\root\Office16\DCF. Step 1 - Create xldiff.bat To use Spreadsheet Compare as Git, we need to be able to program it
from the command line. We want to configure Git to call git diff &lt;file&gt;Spreadsheet Compare when it 'file&gt;is an Excel workbook.' We can't call Spreadsheet Compare directly because the command transmits git diff arguments that aren't compatible with Spreadsheet Compare. git diff passes seven arguments: pad, old-file, old-hex, old-fashion, new-file,
new-hex, new-mode. Spreadsheet Compare accepts only one argument: the path to a text file that itself contains the paths to the two workbooks that need to be compared. Create the batch file xldiff.bat to convert the git diff argument into the text file that Spreadsheet Compare expects to call the application. Make sure xldiff.bat is available worldwide on your
computer (for example, C:\Developer\xldiff.bat is a good choice). @ECHO REM Create Paths to original and current spreadsheets to store in tmp set path2=%5 REM Slash forward slash on all paths for the Excel tool set path2=%-path2:/=\% ECHO %2 &gt; tmp.txt dir %path2% /B /S &gt;&gt; &lt;3&gt; &lt;6&gt; tmp.txt C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft
Office\root\Office\Office16\DCF\spreadsheetcompare tmp.txt This batch file records the second argument (old file) and fifth position (new file), places it in the text file, and passes it to Spreadsheet Compare. Make sure the above path to Spreadsheet Comparison is correct for your Office installation. Instead of specifying the full path, you'll also replace them
with spreadsheets and configure your PATH environment variables so that it points to the right folder. Step 2 - Customize .git/config In our Git repository, you can add the following line to the .git/config file (depending on your settings, the .git folder may be hidden in your Explorer). [diff excel] command = C:/Developer/xldiff.bat This our new custom differ excel
that inserts our script on C:\Developer\xldiff.bat (note the forward slashes in .git/config). Again, make sure you complete the path to&lt;/file&gt; &lt;/file&gt; &lt;/file&gt; or to add the folder to your PATH environment variables and specify the file name only in the command. Step 3 - Make .gitattributes The last step is to tell Git when to use our new custom Excel
differ excel. In the root of our Git repository folder, we create the following .gitattributes file: Here we instruct Git to use the excel differ for file names that match the *.xls* pattern (feel free to refine the wildcard pattern). A simple repository you find a simple repository that can be useful to get started in a minute. The repository comes with xldiff.bat and the
Book1.xlsx workbook. After cloning the repository: Make sure the path within xldiff.bat points to Compare Spreadsheet (Step 1) Configure .git/config (step 2) and enter the full path to xldiff.bat in your Repository Open Book1.xlsx in Excel, do some edits, and press Save. A git status must now show that Book1.xlsx has been changed. Let's see what exactly
changed: git diff Book1.xlsx. This time we need a meaningful diff in Spreadsheet Compare. How great is that? What next? Spreadsheet to connect With you you see and validate our workbook changes before you tie them up, resulting in better workbook quality and fewer errors. While this is a great way to distribute working copies of our Excel workboooks on
our local computer, this approach doesn't work for a diff between two random commit hashes. We will discuss this in a separate blog post in the future. Also Spreadsheet Compare is a desktop application, only available on Windows and therefore does not work server side (GitHub, BitBucket, GitLab etc) nor on any Mac computers. If you are interested in
server side Git/Excel integration, take a look at our commercial product xltrail. xltrail.
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